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Exit strategy design workshop for GNDR’s Frontline programme in Dakar, Senegal © Sarah Lewis 2018.

Welcome to our first newsletter of 2018. Read on to find out about our
latest work, training courses and resources.
Over the last month, many international NGOs based in the UK have come
under intense scrutiny following media revelations about the misconduct of
Oxfam aid workers in Haiti and other humanitarian contexts. Last Friday, 22
NGOs signed a joint letter committing themselves to take action on
safeguarding of beneficiaries and staff. This came a few days before the annual
conference of Bond, the umbrella for UK international development charities,
where INTRAC was represented by Helen Mealins and Clare Moberly.
INTRAC staff and associates have worked with nearly all of these 22
organisations over the years, and we have great respect for the vital role that
they and other civil society organisations – national and international – play. We
welcome the response which offers a vital opportunity for the sector to learn
from mistakes and minimise the chances of such events being repeated.
The revelations opened up many critical debates about power, accountability,
inequality and discrimination in the aid sector, debates which INTRAC has also
fostered (as Phil Vernon, one of INTRAC ‘s Trustees, explores in his opening
piece in this issue). We know from supporting hundreds of organisations about
the importance of putting into practice the values that underpin humanitarian
and development work, even in the most demanding of circumstances. Robust
policies and structures are necessary, but above all we need to ensure that
those with the least power have the confidence to speak up.
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INTRAC is reviewing its safeguarding policies, procedures and practice, and
remains committed to supporting other organisations to strengthen these
through our training and consultancy work.

www.intrac.org

Viewpoint: Promoting collaboration between people,
not just organisations
INTRAC, Peace Direct, Instituto de Comunicación y Desarollo (ICD), and Y Care International organised
a webinar during the CIVICUS International Civil Society Week last November. Participants from across
the world discussed responsible partnerships between international and indigenous civil society, which
clearly remains a challenging ethical and practical issue.
The distinction between indigenous and international civil society is important. People from any
context should be in the lead when framing the problems most in need of solutions there, and guiding
international counterparts in identifying where and how to offer support. But external actors in many
places still call too many of the shots, and – as the webinar report just released shows – changing this
will need a sustained effort by all concerned.
The CIVICUS event led me to reflect further on this. I have been a volunteer or staff member in
international development NGOs since 1985. I’ve always been conscious of my status as an outsider in
other people’s countries, and tried to calibrate my behaviour accordingly – not always as successfully
as I’d have liked. But I’m also a little uncomfortable with how ‘North’ and ‘South’ have come to be used
in the context of this discussion: with North being code for outsiders with limited legitimacy, and South
for those with more legitimacy.
A simple definition of civil society is when two or more people work together peacefully to promote or
prevent something about which they jointly care. This can be short term – a group of traders
mobilising to stop a fellow trader being harassed by border officials – or a longer-term initiative to
advocate for a change in agricultural policy, or a women’s savings and loans group. It can be local or
much wider in scope: protecting this stretch of river from pollution, or preventing global accumulation
of greenhouse gases. It can be something overtly political, linked to protecting and expanding freedom
of expression, or may have a simpler, social purpose: my local poetry society, for example.
If this is a useful definition, it’s one that allows for people from different contexts to work together.
This is the basis of my trusteeship and support for INTRAC: the notion that collaboration across
international boundaries can be beneficial. But international development norms can get in the way.
Words like partnership, capacity-building, strategy, exit and sustainability conjure up images of
organisations, not activists.
Looking back at my own experiences, it’s working with people I most recall – activists defined by their
passion, competencies, values and actions, not by their employer. So in considering how to improve
cooperation between international and indigenous civil society, I think we should focus as much on
maximising collaboration between people, as between organisations. While it remains self-evident
that sustainable solutions are normally those emerging locally, rather than those brought in by
outsiders, this does not mean that outsiders have nothing to contribute.
To be sure, collaboration must be done ethically and responsibly. Collaboration must be freely entered
into by all. Organisations must still define and enforce codes of quality and conduct for their members,
staff or volunteers, and provide them with protection and practical resources. But we do need to
remind ourselves, when considering big picture notions of strategy, sustainability and the like, that in
the end, civil society is people coming together to work on something they jointly care about. We
therefore need to ask how leaders in organisations can liberate their people to
collaborate first and foremost as fellow activists, rather than as representatives of
their organisations.
Phil Vernon is an independent peacebuilding and development consultant, and has
been engaged in development, humanitarian and peacebuilding work for more than
thirty years. He joined INTRAC’s Board of Trustees in November 2014.
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Our work
Supporting CBM Nigeria’s Country Office in conducting an
organisational assessment
From December 2017 to March 2018 INTRAC consultants Jan
Knight and Funmi Olukeye will be supporting CBM Nigeria’s
Country Office in conducting an organisational assessment.
The assessment looks at the preparedness of the Country
Office to meet the requirements of CBM’s new Federation
Strategy.
The organisational assessment will also look at the wider
stakeholder environment within which the Nigeria country
office operates (e.g. CBM International Office, CBM Regional Office, Member Associations and Project
Partners,) which have direct or indirect influence on the country office’s performance.
The overarching objectives for the assessment are to define needs and changes required for CBM
Nigeria’s Country Office to:


become a strong (programmatically, operationally and financially) and empowered Core Country
Office in line with CBM’s new Operating Model;



deliver most effectively towards CBM’s Federation Strategy;



become fit for further growth in terms of its programme, being able to effectively implement
large scale Legally Contracted Designated Funded (LCDF) programmes, its corresponding partner
portfolio, its institutional set-up, staff numbers, their competencies and skill set, and budgets;



address root causes of current and past performance issues;



streamline structures, functions and processes to further its overall effectiveness and cost
efficiency;



to have a shared vision, mission and values in line with the CBM Federation.

LSE theory of change workshop
Last month INTRAC trainers Maureen O’Flynn and
Alison Napier facilitated a theory of change workshop
for 75 masters students from the London School of
Economics Department of Social Policy. The workshop
introduced what theory of change is and how it links with planning, evaluation and impact assessment.
The students had hands-on opportunities to practice the stages of developing a theory of change,
including looking at stakeholder analysis, contribution to change, and testing assumptions.
As one participant reflected on the day: “It provided a new way to approach policy issues with a focus
on the responsibilities and roles of various actors.” Another participant commented that the use of a
practical case study provided the opportunity “to better understand what the theory entails and its
application to the real world.”
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News from INTRAC’s Central Asia office
A team of ten local researchers are working on INTRAC’s study of Social Enterprise in Kyrgyzstan for
the British Council. The study will be one of a global series of studies that already covers India,
Pakistan, Philippines, Ghana and other countries. In January, INTRAC convened five outreach events to
gather data for the study. A wide variety of CSOs, cooperatives and small businesses work in social
enterprise but without any formal definition or law to cover this sector. What we saw confirmed our
hypothesis that disability groups, women’s groups and agricultural cooperatives are among the leaders
– but the sector is still new and there are not so many stable enterprises yet. INTRAC’s partner CSOs in
the regions have helped support the study, along with the national Association of Social Enterprises.
In January, Charlie Buxton also began a consultancy for World Bank in Kyrgyzstan, working with a cotrainer Erkina Ubuisheva (Civic Participation Fund) to support the citizens engagement component in
more than ten World Bank projects across Kyrgyzstan. A one-day workshop focusing on the current
priority of monitoring citizen engagement commitments was followed by two days of individual
consultations. A key challenge
is how to align or link social
accountability mechanisms set
up by the projects with
consultation and reporting
systems within local and
national government.

Participants at the World Bank workshop undertaking a group activity © Erkina Ubysheva 2018.

Finally, the Friedrich Ebert
Foundation Kyrgyzstan has
confirmed that they will
support continuing
information and training
activities by INTRAC around
youth, employment and
workers rights during 2018.

Developing a case for support: a webinar for civil society working in
early childhood development and the education field
Every fundraising campaign has a case for support at its centre. The case for support makes the
argument for supporting an organisation’s ‘cause’ or mission.
On 13 February 2018, INTRAC facilitated a webinar titled ‘Developing a case for support’ for members
of the International Step by Step Association (ISSA), supported by Open Society Foundations – London.
More than 30 members of staff working for early years’ education non-profit organisations
participated.
Using practical examples and case studies, the webinar took participants through a framework and
process for developing a case for support, including the rationale, benefits and challenges involved.
The webinar included presentations from Dr Rob Wells (INTRAC specialist in resource mobilisation),
Suna Hanöz (AÇEV, Turkey) and Carmen Lica (Step by Step Centre for Education and Professional
Development, Romania), as well as a panel discussion with the presenters and David Hernández
(Aflatoun International, the Netherlands).
The webinar was part of a capacity strengthening programme funded by the Open Society
Foundation’s Early Childhood Programme. Through this, INTRAC has been providing support to
strengthen the organisational and financial sustainability of ISSA member organisations in 19 countries
in Central and Eastern Europe. Phase III of the programme ends in July this year.
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Supporting the Foundation for Women’s Health Research and Development
(FORWARD)
In September 2016, FORWARD (Foundation for Women’s Health Research and Development) asked
INTRAC to help develop its Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) framework for their new project
in East Africa, and to provide on-going advice on Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability and Learning
(MEAL). Although I have worked in Monitoring and Evaluation for the past 25 years, I always have to
overcome an initial feeling of panic when organisations ask me to help develop their M&E systems or
frameworks. Will I know enough? Have I got the right skills? Will they like me?
I need not have worried – at the very first meeting with the Executive Director, Naana Otoo-Oyortey
MBE, I was made to feel I was bringing something they needed and wanted.
I got pulled into an organisation that is filled with dedicated women who wanted to know more about
MEAL. They were able to help me understand how important their role of working with women and
safeguarding rights is, at the same time as ensuring they got the best from me.
We have developed an M&E manual, I have trained not only them in MEAL but the leaders of other
organisations they are supporting, and with my on-going support they have appointed an MEL
Manager ready to take over in April 2018. My time supporting FORWARD is nearly done but my life has
been so enriched from my year and a half working with the organisation and these dynamic women.

How we enrich each other:
Reflections on two M&E partnerships
by Anne Garbutt, INTRAC Fellow
PEN International (a global grassroots community of writers)
PEN International has a long-established record of defending writers and protecting free speech,
challenging threats to freedom of expression through many intervention points.
Since 2016, INTRAC has supported their M&E processes by working alongside the Learning and
Accountability Coordinator to providing mentoring support and joint training to PEN Centres. INTRAC
has also provided support in mainstreaming gender throughout PEN’s programmes by integrating it
into the organisation-wide learning framework.
PEN has embraced the use of participatory methods in its M&E framework, introducing Team Self
Reviews and using stories to highlight changes encountered because of its work. In 2016, PEN Centres
identified ‘changes in spaces in literature, language, debate, dialogue and opinion’ as a result of their
projects. We anticipate that data collected in 2017, which is currently being analysed, will show further
changes and provide a more systematic analysis of the progress of the work.
As the partnership between the two organisations has strengthened, PEN has asked INTRAC to extend
its support. We are very much looking forward to working with the team during 2018.
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Exit strategy workshop for the Global Network of Civil Society
Organisations for Disaster Reduction
On 8-9 February, Dan James (Senior Research
Consultant) and Sarah Lewis (Research Officer)
facilitated an exit strategy and sustainability
workshop in Dakar, Senegal, for the Frontline
programme of the Global Network of Civil Society
Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR) .
INTRAC is conducting a learning evaluation of Frontline. The programme, which runs from January 2015
to March 2018, aims to address the lack of inclusion of local knowledge and experiences in disaster risk
reduction (DRR) strategies and action at both national and international levels by asking grassroots
communities in 15 countries about the threats they face and the actions they think are needed, and
then using these conversations as a stimulus for local action and local, national and international
advocacy.
The workshop brought in learning from INTRAC about exit and sustainability planning, as well as
findings from the evaluation. It had the following objectives:


To jointly understand what has been achieved by the Frontline programme and what GNDR and
partner organisations want to sustain after it has ended



To understand how GNDR and partners will wrap-up the current phase of the programme well,
and consider what activities could be implemented to ensure sustained change



To consolidate learning from the programme and consider how it can be brought into future
GNDR programming

GNDR staff and partner organisations from 17 countries across Africa, Asia, the Americas and Europe
attended the workshop. By the end of the two days, participants had explored exit and sustainability in
the context of Frontline and had begun developing national and local level action plans.

Gender equality analysis review and capacity building support for
Proforest
As natural resource management and sustainability
specialists, Proforest has been working on issues
relating to the rights of women and girls for many
years and has always been committed to gender
equality. In 2016, however, Proforest recognised a need to make this awareness more structured by
developing a gender policy and making a commitment to gender mainstreaming in both its internal and
external operations .
Proforest requested INTRAC consultancy and training services to support their wide-ranging and
thorough approach to mainstreaming gender with a tailor-made capacity building programme. In 2016,
INTRAC consultants Kanwal Ahluwalia and Sarah Gillingham facilitated a training which laid the
foundations for Proforest to develop a comprehensive implementation plan. In 2017, Kanwal provided
support to a gender equality review of internal policies and practices within Proforest offices, and to a
case study review of the Proforest office in Ghana, which provided learning for other offices. Kanwal
also ensured remote coaching support for small teams of staff as they undertook a gender review of
their projects.
The next steps for Proforest include developing practical guidance sheets based on the lessons learned
from these gender reviews. This will help them communicate on their vision on gender, and engage
more effectively with clients and partners on this topic.
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INTRAC training
Spotlight on upcoming online programmes
NEW! Consultants for Change
(C4C) Online Programme

Online Advocacy and Influencing

29 March – 24 May 2018

In this online programme, you will have the
opportunity to develop and troubleshoot the
implementation of an advocacy strategy as well
as build your knowledge and confidence.

Consultants for Change (C4C) is an innovative
professional development programme for civil
society professionals. This 8-week programme
equips consultants with a core understanding of
how change happens and how to manage it in
way that is owned and driven by the organisation
and the staff themselves. These soft skills can be
applied to a whole range of interventions, from
fundraising to project evaluation, and ensure that
whatever intervention is done, it is done in a way
that empowers people and ensures the change is
sustained.
This facilitated learning process will allow you to
reflect on your own practices and to access
training and mentoring support from INTRAC’s
team of experienced trainers and consultants.
Whether you are starting out in international
development consultancy work or have several
years of experience, the C4C programme is for
you. It is also relevant if you are accompanying
organisational change in the context of a
partnership.
For more details please watch a short video on
our website to get an overview of the 7 modules
of the C4C programme in just under 7 minutes.
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16 April – 7 June 2018

This newly revised online programme will give
you the knowledge and skills to influence policy
and practice in your own context. Over 8-weeks,
you will learn skills to help you plan and deliver
an effective advocacy strategy; enhance your
ability to lobby decision makers; and gain
confidence in the ways in which you relate to
different audiences. You will also have the skills
to analyse power dynamics and choose your
advocacy activities so they have maximum
impact.

Upcoming face-to-face courses
Gender Analysis and Planning, 5-7 March 2018
Theory of Change for Planning and Impact
Assessment, 12-16 March 2018
Advanced Monitoring and Evaluation, 16-20 April
2018

Publications and blogs
Development in Practice
With articles on a broad range of topics, from well-being, displacement, agriculture in sub-Saharan
Africa and India, and gender norms in rural West Africa, the next issue, 28.2, of Development in
Practice will be published at the beginning of March 2018.
As always, one article from the issue will be available to freely access and download. For 28.2, this is
‘Access to infrastructure and human well-being: evidence from rural Nepal’.
If you are interested in submitting articles, viewpoints or practical notes to Development in Practice,
visit http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cdip20/current to find out more. If you have any queries on
what and how to submit, we’d be more than happy to help. Contact Adam Houlbrook, Deputy Editor,
at ahoulbrook@intrac.org
You can also browse the whole back catalogue of open access articles from the journal here.

‘Who dares? Dealing with the ambiguities of consulting ‘with soul’ in
Lebanon’ by Mireille Abi Khalil
Read our latest guest blog by Mireille Abi Khalil, project coordinator and independent consultant in
Lebanon.
https://www.intrac.org/dares-dealing-ambiguities-consulting-soul-lebanon/

‘Daring to invest in national consultants to strengthen civil society’
by Helen Mealins and Rick James
Writing for the Alliance Magazine blog, Helen Mealins and Rick James reflect on the emerging findings
from an evaluation of the Consultants for Change programme, and consider how strengthening the
supply of high quality local consultants could also help to tackle legitimacy and sustainability
challenges faced by civil society.
http://www.alliancemagazine.org/blog/daring-invest-national-consultants-strengthen-civil-society/

Sustaining civil action through respectful partnership and
responsible exit: event summary
From 14-16 November 2017, INTRAC with ICD, Peace Direct and YCare International ran the first ever
Virtual Event as part of International Civil Society Week (ICSW) 2017. Over 120 people from all over
the world and many types of organisation joined the live webinar and online discussion forum during
the three days.
We came together to inspire international NGOs, intermediary organisations and funders to rethink
how they support the independence, credibility and sustainability of civil society; to inspire CSOs to
push for changes in partnerships and look beyond external funding.
You can download the event report here.
INTRAC Newsletter February 2018
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Meet the team
Kanwal Ahluwalia, INTRAC Associate
With over 20 years’ experience of working in international development, Kanwal
Ahluwalia is passionate about women’s and girls’ rights and gender equality.
She has worked for a range of organisations, including Womankind Worldwide,
Childhope UK, Plan UK, the Overseas Development Institute and Girl Effect.
Kanwal’s thematic areas of expertise include VAWG, women’s political
participation, girls’ education, girls’ in governance processes, social norms
including in relation to media work.

Irene Pietersen, Business Development Manager
Irene joined INTRAC in March 2012. She has a Master of Arts in development
sociology from the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam and a Master of Business
Administration at Leicester University. She works to identify and develop new
business opportunities at INTRAC and manages bidding processes and
consultancies.
Before moving to the United Kingdom in 2010, Irene worked in development in
various countries including Nepal, Pakistan, Cambodia, Yemen and Georgia. Her
areas of expertise include planning, monitoring and evaluation, and project
management and administration.

News from Routledge
Taylor & Francis Group
Development in Practice
Special issue: Communicating development and mediating social change
Guest Edited by Linje Manyozo and Robin Mansell
Development in Practice 28.3, available online and in print from April 2018,
is a special issue dedicated to communicating development and mediating
social change. It responds to the need for a radical rethinking of the theory,
practice, and teaching of communication for development.
Among the articles included are those that critique the discourses and
practices of communicating about development interventions within
communities mainly in the Global South, and the discourses and practices of formal policy-making
and development interventions. Case studies drawn are from Brazil, northern Canada, Ghana,
India, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, and sub-Saharan Africa. Also included are papers that
provide a critical reflection on asymmetries of power that infuse development interventions in the
Global South at a more structural level.
tandfonline.com/cdip
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